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TOPIC:-FRONT DRIVING AXLES 
Front-wheel drive axles, also called axle shafts or front drive shafts, transfer power from the 
transaxle differential to the hubs and wheel of a vehicle. Front- wheel drive axles turn much 
slower than a drive shaft for a rear-wheel drive vehicle. They turn about one third slower. They 
are connected directly to the drive wheels and do NOT have to act through the reduction of the 
axle ring gear and pinion gears. 
 
Front-wheel drive axles typically consists of the following: 
 
INNER STUB SHAFT - the short shaft splined to the side gears in the differential and connected 
to the inner universal joint. 
OUTER STUB SHAFT - the short shaft connected to the outer universal joint and the 
front-wheel hub. 
INTERCONNECTING SHAFT - the center shaft that fits between the two universal joints. 
Universal joints that connect the drive axle are called CV joints. The outer CV joint is a FIXED 
(nonsliding) ball and cage or Rzeppa-type joint that transfers rotating power from the axle shaft 
to the hub assembly. The inner CV joint is called a PLUNGING (sliding) ball and housing or 
tripod-type joint that acts like a slip joint in a drive shaft for a rear-wheel drive vehicle. 

 



 
2.TOPIC:-REAR AXLE DRIVE AND DIFFERENT TYPES OF REAR AXLES 
The rear axles are basically of two types. dead axle and live axle 
DEAD AXLE:-Dead axle (lazy axle) A dead axle, also called a lazy axle, is not part of the 
drivetrain, but is instead free-rotating. The rear axle of a front-wheel drive car is usually a dead 
axle. Many trucks and trailers use dead axles for strictly load-bearing purposes. 
 
LIVE AXLE:-A live axle is an axle that transmits power to a pair of wheels. The rear rig is a live 
axle with steel leaf springs. The switch from live axle to front independent suspension on the 
latest models has improved the ride quality. The rear suspension remained a live axle located 
by four trailing links. 



 
Types of Rear axles 
Depending upon the methods of supporting the rear axles and mounting the rear wheels, the 
three types of rear axles are as follows: 
 

● Semi-floating axle 
● Full-floating axle 
● Three quarter floating axle 

 
Semi-Floating Axle 
A semi-floating axle has a bearing located on the axle and inside the axle casing. It has to 
support all the loads as listed above. Therefore, it needs to be of a larger size, for the same 
torque output, than any other type. The inner end of the axle is supported by the differential side 
gear. 
 
Semi floating axle 
It is thus relieved of the job of carrying the weight of the car by the axle housing. The outer end 
has to support the weight of the car and take end thrust. The inner end of the axle is splined to 
the differential side gear. 

 
 
The outer end is flanged so that the wheel can be bolted directly to it. In some design, the hub 
of the wheel is keyed to the outer end of the axle. The vehicle load is transmitted to the axle 
through the casing and the bearing, which causes the bending or shearing of the axle. The 
semi-floating axle is the simplest and cheapest of all other types and widely used on cars. 
 
Full-Floating Axle 



A full floating axle has two deep groove ball or taper roller bearings, located between the axle 
casing and wheel hub. The outer of an axle is made flanged to which the wheel hub is bolted. 
The axle is not supported by bearing at either end, and its position is maintained by the way that 
it is supported at both ends. 

 
Full-Floating Axle 
Thus the axle is relieved of all strain caused by the weight of the vehicle on the end thrust. It 
transmits only the driving torque. For this reason, it is called full floating. The axle may be 
removed from the housing without distributing the wheel by removing the nuts. 
 
An additional advantage of this design is the ability to the vehicle even if it has a broken axle. 
This type of axle is more, expensive and heavier than the other axle. It is usually fitted on 
commercial vehicles. 
 
Three-Quarter Floating Axle 
This type of axle has a bearing placed between the hub and the axle casing. Thus, the weight of 
the vehicle is transferred to the axle casing, and only the side thrust and driving torque are 
taken by the axle. 

 
Three-Quarter Floating Axle 
The axle is keyed rigidly to the hub, thus proving the driving connection and maintaining the 
alignment of the wheel. The inner end of this axle has the same construction as that of the 
semi-floating axle. Although the three-quarter floating axle is more reliable it is not as simple as 
the semi-floating axle. 


